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Random heteropolymers~RHPs! with uncorrelated sequence fluctuations on the segmental scale can
undergo a transition wherein, below a certain temperature, the thermodynamics is determined by a
few dominant conformations. We study this ‘‘freezing’’ transition for RHPs with correlated
sequence fluctuations. Specifically, we apply our theory to the case where the correlations decay
with a single correlation length; a pragmatically realizable example is provided by random block
copolymers. Our results show that the temperature at which freezing occurs grows with the block
length of such polymers. Freezing also occurs on the scale of the correlation length, thus making
experimental observation of this phenomenon~a consequence of frustration coupled with quenched
disorder! more accessible. The results are rationalized on physical grounds. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!51604-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Random heteropolymers~RHPs! are multicomponent
polymers with a disordered sequence distribution. In rec
years, there has been much interest in understanding th
havior of these polymers due to a variety of reasons. L
any multicomponent polymeric system, the energy sca
characterizing interactions between different types of R
segments can be different, thus leading to competing in
actions. In addition, RHPs constitute a special class of
matter wherein a quenched disorder~the sequence distribu
tion! is carried by the fluid whose statistical properties are
interest. This combination of quenched disorder and com
ing interactions leads to a special type of frustration whi
in turn, lends these materials many unusual properties.
such feature is that, below a certain temperature, RHPs
dergo a transition wherein, instead of sampling a multitu
of conformations, only a few dominant conformations det
mine the thermodynamics. We shall succinctly refer to t
transition as freezing~not to be confused with liquid–solid
transitions!. Such a transition is of fundamental interest, a
is akin to protein folding. Hence, much effort~e.g., Refs.
1–4! has been directed toward studying RHP physics wit
view toward understanding protein folding.

Another motivation for studying RHP physics is the fo
lowing. Nature mediates many specific functions through
action of biopolymers~such as proteins!. Biopolymers are
multifunctional, and furthermore, their sequences do not
hibit an ordered pattern.5,6 It is appealing to explore whethe
multifunctionality and quenched disorder are the gene
physical features that nature exploits in order to mediate s
cific functions. RHPs can be prepared synthetically, a
these polymers also embody multifunctionality a
quenched disorder. Efforts have thus been expended a
amining whether proper choice of the sequence statistic
J. Chem. Phys. 108 (4), 22 January 1998 0021-9606/98/108(4)/1
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synthetic RHPs can allow them to exhibit biomimetic beha
ior in certain contexts.7,8 Motivated by applications, the ad
sorption of RHPs from solution and their role as adhes
promoters have also been studied~e.g., Refs. 9–15!.

In this paper, we focus on a very specific issue. Theo
ical studies~e.g., Refs. 3,16–19! of the freezing transition of
RHPs have all been concerned with situations where the
ordered sequence distribution exhibits uncorrelated fluc
tions. Here, we study the effect of correlated sequence fl
tuations on the freezing transition.@Note that the microphase
ordering of RHPs with correlated sequence fluctuations
been studied in the past~e.g., Ref. 20!.# We develop the
formalism generally, and then discuss results for the spe
case where the correlations decay with a single character
length. RHPs synthesized by randomly connecting blocks
monomers of the same type~oligomers or pre-polymers! pro-
vide an example. For this situation, we derive explicit re
tionships for the dependence of the temperature at which
freezing transition occurs on the block length. The resu
show that the manifestations of freezing should be easie
study experimentally for RHPs with sequence fluctuatio
characterized by a finite correlation length~compared to
RHPs with uncorrelated sequence fluctuations!.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec.
we describe the model and associated analysis. In Sec
the physical reasons that underlie the main results are
cussed, and implications for experiments are noted. Fina
in Sec. IV, brief concluding remarks are offered.

II. MODEL DEVELOPMENT AND THEORY

For simplicity, we consider a RHP made up of two kin
of units ~A and B!. The Edwards Hamiltonian~on the seg-
mental scale! for the problem of interest is
1683683/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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0
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dnE
0

N

dn8d~r ~n!

2r ~n8!!u~n!u~n8!, ~1!

whereb is inverse temperature,N is the chain length,l is the
statistical segment length, anda and b are defined as fol-
lows:

a5
VAA1VBB12VAB

4
,

~2!

b52
VAA1VBB22VAB

4
.

Vi j are the energy scales characterizing the interactions
tween segments of typei and j . u is a stochastic variable tha
measures whether a given segment is of typeA or B ~u511
if the segment is of typeA, and equals21 if the segment is
of type B!.

In writing Eq. ~1!, we have assumed thatVAA5VBB .
This does not affect any of the qualitative results since
are concerned with compact globular states.16 Equation~2!
shows that the energy parameter,b, is closely related to the
Flory parameter,xF ; xF52b.

In order to analyze this Hamiltonian, we first decoup
the non-local term using the Hubbard–Stratonovich tra
form. The quenched average over sequence fluctuation
carried out using the replica trick.21 In our model, we repre-
sent correlated sequence fluctuations in the simplest pos
way; viz., the distribution is taken to be Gaussian. The pr
ability distribution characterizing sequence fluctuations
therefore taken to be

P@du~n!#} expF2
1

2 E dnE dn8du~n!

3x21~n2n8!du~n8!G , ~3!

where x(n2n8)5^du(n)du(n8)&, and determines the na
ture of the correlations that characterize the fluctuations.

After the Hubbard–Stratonovich transformation, and a
eraging over sequence fluctuations, them-replica partition
function may be written as

^Gm&5E E DQab exp@2E~Qab!1S~Qab!#, ~4!

where

E52 ln PaE E Dfa~r !

3expF2
1

2 (
ab

E drE dr8fa~r !Pab~r 2r 8!fb~r 8!G ,
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a

E dnS dra

dn D 2G
3PabdF E dnE dn8d@r a~n!2r !

3x~n2n8!d@r b~n8!2r 8#2QabG
~5!

Pab~r 2r 8!5da,bd~r 2r 8!2bQab~r 2r 8!,

Qab~r 2r 8!5E dnE dn8d~r a~n!2r !x~n2n8!

3d~r b~n8!2r 8!,

where F is the Hubbard–Stratonovich field,a and b are
replica indices, andQab is an order parameter that measur
the correlated overlap between replicas. We may viewE to
be the energy associated with a given overlap order par
eter, andS to be the entropy.

So far, the development follows that for sequence flu
tuations with short-ranged correlations, except for the fac
x in the definition of the overlap order parameter. This c
relation function contains all information regarding the co
related sequence fluctuations. On the segmental length s
the correlation function may be written as

x~n2n8!5C1d~n2n8!1Cxd~n2n8!, ~6!

whereC andC1 are constants, andxd is the distinct part of
the correlation function~for fluctuations with short-ranged
correlations,Cxd50.

In order to examine the essential physics, we consi
the simplest possible type of correlated sequence fluc
tions; viz., one wherein the distinct part of the correlati
function decays with a single characteristic length,j. Physi-
cally, this corresponds to a RHP synthesized by rando
connecting oligomers~of length j! made up of eitherA- or
B-type segments: in other words, random block copolyme
Synthetic polymers of this sort may be easy to prepare
careful experimental studies of the phenomenon of freez
into a few dominant conformations. If we wish to examin
properties on scales larger than this correlation length,
qualitative behavior of such a system will be reproduced
takingxd to be a step function with widthj. In the following,
we analyze how the freezing temperature changes withj.
The qualitative results are expected to be true for arbitr
forms of xd, as long as we interrogate the system on sca
larger than the correlation length characterizing the seque
fluctuations. The analysis to follow would be inappropria
however, if the sequence fluctuations exhibited infini
ranged correlations22 or if A- andB-type segments have a
enhanced propensity to alternate within a correlation leng

Since we are looking at situations where the sequen
are correlated on the scalej, we are interested in studyin
freezing on commensurate length scales~the length of the
blocks in the random block copolymer example!. This is so,
because on shorter length scales we have homopolymers
cannot freeze. For the purpose of examining the system
this length scale, we need only consider the distinct par
No. 4, 22 January 1998
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1685Chakraborty, Shakhnovich, and Pande: Freezing of heteropolymers
the correlation function. Specifically, Eq.~5! must be evalu-
ated with the distinct part of the correlation function taken
be

x~n2n8!5CW~ un2n8u2j!, ~7!

whereW is the step function.
Substituting Eq.~7! into the definition ofQab @Eq. ~5!#,

it becomes clear that the overlap order parameter meas
overlap between replicas on the scale,j ~along the se-
quence!. This is in contrast to RHPs with sequence fluctu
tions on the segmental scale where the relevant overla
that between replicas on the scale of segments. For the p
cal problem at hand, the replica overlap is that between
blocks. On physical grounds, this formal result is transpar

In order to compute the freezing temperature on t
scale, we must renormalize Eq.~5! from the segmental scal
to the scale,j. In other words, we must renormalize th
computation of the energy and entropy in Eq.~5! to this
scale. Let us begin with the computation of the energy. Si
we wish to study the phenomenon of freezing, we must al
for the possibility of replica symmetry breaking~RSB!, and
then compute the Gaussian integral in Eq.~5! using the for-
mula developed by Mezard and Parisi23 for the trace of the
logarithm of hierarchical matrices. But first, in order to com
pute the energy on the appropriate scale, we must renor
ize the energy parameter,b, defined on the segmental sca
to the scalej. This is easily done since we have a comp
state with constant density. Noting that there arej2 possible
segmental interactions in a spatial volume proportional
j3/2, the renormalized energy scale becomes

b̄5bAAj, ~8!

whereb̄ is the renormalized energy scale, andA is a constant
that we shall not bother to specify since we are concer
only with the scaling of the freezing temperature withj.

We now need to introduce a RSB scheme. Since we
concerned here only with correlation functions of fin
range, like for RHPs with uncorrelated sequence fluctuatio
we introduce a one-step RSB scheme.~Simulations22,24 have
provided evidence that such a REM-like picture25 is qualita-
tively correct as long as the correlations remain of fin
range.! Within such a scheme, replicas are divided in
groups~with x0 being the number of replicas in a group!.
Replicas within a group overlap perfectly, while replicas
different groups do not overlap at all. The energy calculat
is straightforward16 for this one-step RSB scheme, and t
energy per block~after taking the replica limit! is found to be

E5
1

2 F 1

x0
ln~ b̄2Cb2rx0!1S x021

x0
D ln b̄G , ~9!

where r is the density of the compact state~set by other
chain parameters!. x0 acquires values between 0 and 1, a
has the usual physical meaning:25 x0512( i Pi

2, wherePi is
the probability associated with conformationi ~on the scale
j!. Thus, as usual, freezing into a few dominant conform
tions is signaled by this order parameter acquiring values
than unity.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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Having computed the energy, we now proceed to cal
late the entropy corresponding to Eq.~5! using the one-step
RSB scheme. Keeping in mind that overlap is defined on
scalej, the entropy is calculated as follows. Consider a giv
replica. The first block is placed at a given position~mea-
sured on the scalej!. The number of ways of placing th
next block is proportional to the area of the surface enclos
the volume occupied by the first block. This is so because
first segment of the next block could emanate from any po
on this surface. Thus, the number of ways of placing
second block isD j; D equals 4p* ~the number of ways of
placing j segments in the volume occupied by these s
ments in the compact state!. For compact states, the cha
conformational statistics are Gaussian, and hence the q
tity multiplying 4p in the preceding sentence is a consta
related to chain flexibility.26 Therefore,D is independent of
j. Now noting that once the first replica assumes a particu
conformation the remaining (x021) replicas in a group mus
be placed exactly the same way, that there areN/j renormal-
ized segments, and that there arem/x0 groups, we find the
entropy per renormalized segment to be~after taking the rep-
lica limit!

S5S x021

x0
D ln~Dj!. ~10!

Combining Eqs.~9! and ~10! we obtain the free energy
density for a given overlap order parameter to be

f 5
1

2 F 1

x0
ln~ b̄2Cb2rx0!1S x021

x0
D ln b̄G

2S x021

x0
D ln~Dj!, ~11!

where f is the free energy density.
A mean-field solution is now obtained by extremizin

Eq. ~11! with respect tox0 . We find thatx0 satisfies

ln~12Cb̄rx0!1
Cb̄rx0

12Cb̄rx0

52 ln~Dj!. ~12!

Equation~12! can be solved forx0 implicitly. In order to see
the scaling of the freezing temperature withj ~the essential
result of interest!, we solve Eq.~12! explicitly for x0 in the
limit of small values ofb. We find thatx0 is of the form
T/Tf , whereT is temperature, and the temperatureTf below
which the thermodynamics is determined by a few domin
conformations~on the scalej! is given by

Tf5AbA j

2 ln~Dj!
. ~13!

Equation~13! is the result that we seek; the variation of th
temperature at which freezing occurs with the length sc
over which sequence fluctuations of the RHP are correla

Prior to discussing this result, for comparison, we der
a simple scaling relationship for the variation of the tempe
ture at which microphase segregation occurs withj. We do
so by calculating the correlation function^ma(k)ma(2k)&,
where ma(r )5*dnu(n)d@ra(n)2r # is the order paramete
No. 4, 22 January 1998
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1686 Chakraborty, Shakhnovich, and Pande: Freezing of heteropolymers
that measures microphase segregation;k is the Fourier vari-
able conjugate to space dimension. In order to compute
correlation function we follow the method employed by S
tos et al.16 to calculate this quantity for uncorrelated s
quence fluctuations. We add the following source term to
Hamiltonian:

(
a

E dr E dnu~n!d@r a~n!2r #. ~14!

Then, we compute them-replica partition function by com-
puting a Gaussian integral related to that in Eq.~5! for the
energy. Taking two functional derivatives of them-replica
partition function with respect to the source field, noting th
we are considering compact states, and renormalizing
energy scale@Eq. ~8!# to reflect the fact that we are intereste
in microphase segregation on the scale of the correla
lengthj yields an expression for̂ma(k)ma(2k)&. This ex-
pression is identical to Eq.~3.13! in Reference 16, excep
that the energy scale is renormalized according to Eq.~8!.
The temperature (Tmps) at which this correlation function
diverges corresponds to the one at which microphase se
gation occurs on the scalej. Our simple calculation show
that Tmps scales withj as follows:

Tmps;Aj. ~15!

III. DISCUSSION

The main result of this paper is the scaling ofTf with j.
Eq. ~13! shows that the temperature below which a fe
dominant conformations~on the scalej! determine the ther-
modynamics grows with the correlation length. This is
because the factor ofj in the numerator in Eq.~13! grows
much faster than the logarithmic term in the denomina
For the specific case of random block copolymers, pract
values ofj are expected to be such that the logarithmic c
rection is small, thus,Tf will essentially grow as theAj.

It is important to note that the phenomenon of freez
that we are discussing occurs on larger scales than in the
of RHPs with uncorrelated sequence fluctuations. In t
case, in contrast to the latter situation, there is no confor
tional freezing on the segmental scale; freezing into a
dominant conformations occurs only on a mesoscopic sc
It may seem then that since we are observing the same
nomenon on larger length scales, it is obvious that the p
nomenon will be manifested at higher temperatures. Ho
ever, the current situation is more delicate. Freezing of RH
involves a subtle interplay between an energetic driv
force that promotes freezing (b) and chain flexibility@e.g.,
Refs. 16–19#. The more flexible the chains, the lower th
temperature at which freezing into a few dominant conf
mations occurs. In fact, as is well known,16 for sufficiently
flexible chains microphase segregation pre-empts freez
When we interrogate the system on the scale of the corr
tion length, the energetic driving force grows. At the sa
time, however, it is physically obvious~and our equations
demonstrate this too! that the RHPs become effectively mo
flexible asj increases. Thus, at the outset, it is not cle
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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which factor dominates and whether the temperature
which freezing occurs on the scale of the correlation len
grows or decreases withj. Our results show that the reno
malization of the energetic driving force beats out the eff
of enhanced effective flexibility. Thus, freezing on larg
scales occurs at higher temperatures asj grows.

This result is of experimental consequence. The p
nomenon of freezing is a manifestation of frustrated syste
with quenched disorder. RHPs provide an excellent veh
to study the physics of such systems in detail, much l
diblock copolymers have enhanced our knowledge of ord
ing transitions on mesoscopic scales. Our results show
RHPs with correlated sequence fluctuations~with random
block copolymers being a good example! should exhibit the
phenomenon of freezing onmesoscopic scalesat higher tem-
peraturesthan RHPs with sequence fluctuations on the s
mental scale. This interesting manifestation of frustrat
and quenched disorder could therefore be experimentally
served more readily by studying random block copolyme
both from the point of view of the temperature to be acces
and the length scale resolution required.

As noted earlier, it is well-known that,16 for RHPs with a
given chemistry, below a threshold level of chain flexibili
the freezing phenomenon pre-empts microphase segreg
from occurring. Consider a specific RHP chemistry which
such that when sequence fluctuations occur on the segm
scale~j51! freezing pre-empts microphase segregation~i.e.,
the RHP is sufficiently stiff!. We have shown thatTf grows
with j, and freezing occurs on the scalej. Hence, we argued
that studying RHPs with this same chemistry but using r
dom block copolymers would make the phenomenon
freezing experimentally more accessible both from the po
of view of the temperature range to be probed and the len
scale resolution required of the instrumentation. This is tr
however, only ifTmpsdoes not grow much more rapidly wit
j, thus pre-empting freezing even if the intrinsic chemis
~j51! favors freezing first. Eqs.~13! and ~15! show that
Tmps/Tf;A ln j. The extremely slow growth of this ratio im
plies that, by using random block copolymers with reaso
able values ofj, Tf would remain larger thanTmps if the
same was true forj51. Pathalogically large values ofj
would be required to make microphase segregation pre-e
freezing into a few dominant conformations in such situ
tions.

In Fig. 1, we schematically depict how the experime
tally measurable correlation function,^ma(k)ma(2k)&, var-
ies with temperature. The temperature at which the corr
tion function becomes a constant due to freezing will
higher for RHPs with correlated sequence fluctuations,
the length scale resolution required to observe this shap
far less stringent.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Using replica calculations, we have examined the p
nomenon of freezing in RHPs with correlated sequence fl
tuations. Specifically, we have studied situations where
correlations decay within a single finite length scale; rand
block copolymers provide a practical example of such s
No. 4, 22 January 1998
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1687Chakraborty, Shakhnovich, and Pande: Freezing of heteropolymers
tems. We find that, compared to RHPs with uncorrela
sequence fluctuations, freezing on scales commensurate
the correlation length manifests itself at higher temperatu
Furthermore, if a given chemistry with uncorrelated s
quence fluctuations exhibits freezing before microphase
regation, the same will be true for most practical values
the correlation length. These findings suggest that exp
mental exploration of the phenomenon should be more
cessible by using random block copolymers. Furthermo
this phenomenon ~a manifestation of frustration an
quenched disorder! wherein freezing~not microphase sepa
ration! into a few dominant conformations occurs on mes
scopic length scales could lend these materials rather sp
mechanical properties. For example, the response to de
mations on segmental time scales will be liquidlike, but d
formations probing time scales commensurate with the s
j will lead to interesting dynamical behavior that is difficu
to predict currently. We hope that experiments exploring
above issues will be conducted.

FIG. 1. Sketch of the variation of the correlation function,^ma(k)ma

(2k)&, as a function of temperature. The full line shows the case wh
microphase segregation occurs. The dotted line shows what happens
freezing pre-empts microphase segregation.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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